A novel idea of pseudo-code generator in quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA)
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Abstract – In present work, we have implemented the pseudo-code (PN-code) generator using quantum-dot cellular (QCA) technology. Simulation results are obtained from QCA designer software. The PN-code generation is of paramount importance for any secure communication system. The complex code generated is used to scramble incoming plain text. At the receiving end, the same code is generated and successfully used to decrypt the transmitted data. The algorithm for generating noise signal is quite simple. The simplicity of the circuit along with the complexity of the code generated makes the circuit attractive for secure message communication.
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1 Introduction

The microelectronics industry has improved the integration, the power consumption, and the speed of integrated circuits during past several decades by means of reducing the feature size of various semiconducting components. But it seems that even by decreasing the transistor sizes, some problems such as power consumption cannot be ignored. Utilizing the QCA technology for implementing logic circuits is one of the approach which in addition to decreasing the size of logic circuits and increasing the clock frequency of these circuits, reduces the power consumption of these circuits. QCA which was first introduced by Lent et al. [1] represents an emerging technology at the nanotechnology level. QCA cells have quantum dots, in which the position of electrons will determine the binary levels of 0 and 1. As an application of QCA technology, we have implemented the pseudo-code generator. In the next Section, we have explained the quantum dot cellular automata. It includes the cell introduction, cell-cell coupling, QCA logic, and QCA clocking. Section 3 describes the pseudo-code generator. In Section 4, our work is explained and the simulation results are illustrated. Section 5 concludes the paper. Simulation results of this implementation are obtained from QCADesigner v2.0.3 software (QCADesigner is developed by the ATIPS lab at the University of Calgary in Canada), QCADesigner v2.0.3 features different simulation engines. Throughout this paper, the Bistable approximation engine is used due to its accurate and detailed evaluation of QCA.

2 Quantum-dot cellular automata

Fundamental unit of QCA device is QCA cell. QCA cell essential consists of four quantum dots arranged in square pattern coupled by tunneling barriers as shown in Figure 1a. Quantum dots are nano meter sized structures that is capable of trapping electrons in three dimensions. Due to Coulombic repulsion, the two electrons reside in opposite corners representing two polarizations [2]. Here we associate $P = -1$ represents binary “0”, $P = +1$ represents binary “1”. Figures 1a and 1b shows how one cell is affected by the state of its neighbor. It shows how the polarization of cell 2 (P2) is determined by the polarization of its neighbor (P1). P1 is assumed to be fixed at a given value, corresponding to a specific arrangement of charges in cell 1 and this charge distribution exerts its influence on cell 2, and hence determining its polarization. The results which can be drawn here is the strongly non-linear nature of the cell-cell coupling. Cell 2 is almost completely polarized even though cell 1 might be partially and not completely polarized [5, 6].

2.1 QCA logic

Some basic elements for QCA logic implementation are wire, inverter, and majority voter [3] shown in Figures 2a–2d.
The QCA wire is formed by an array of QCA cells shown in Figure 2a, which provides a medium for data propagation based on Coulomb interactions. The simplest inverter is built by placing QCA cells in a diagonal structure shown in Figure 2b; the common inverter is built by seven cells shown in Figure 2c. The polarization of the output QCA cell “out” or “output” is the opposite of the polarization of input QCA cell “in” or “input”. QCA majority voter (MV) and its logic symbol are shown in Figure 2d. Here the MV, is equivalent to a logic function \( F(A, B, C) = AB + AC + BC \) and can be implemented by five QCA cells arranged in a cross. Cells A, B, and C are input cells, and cell D is the output cell that is polarized according to the polarization of majority of the input cells. Logical AND and OR functions can be implemented from majority voter by presetting one input immutably to binary values 0 and 1, respectively.

2.2 QCA clocking

A QCA cell has four clock zones and clock zone has four phases; switch, hold, release and relax [4]. Figure 3a shows its operation process. During the switch phase, QCA cells begin unpolarized and their interdot potential barriers are low. The barriers are then raised during this phase and the QCA cells become polarized according to the state of their driver (i.e., their input cell). It is in this clock phase that the actual computation (or switching) occurs. By the end of this clock phase, barriers are high enough to suppress any electron tunneling and cell states are fixed. During the hold phase, barriers are held high so the outputs of the sub array can be used as inputs to the next stage. In the release phase, barriers are lowered and cells are allowed to relax to an unpolarized state. Finally, during the fourth clock phase, the relax phase, cell barriers remain lowered and cells remain in an unpolarized state [2, 4]. In the meantime, the large scale QCA circuit is partitioned into four clock zones; Figure 3b shows each clock zone signal and demonstrates pipeline mechanism. All cells in a certain zone are controlled by the same QCA clock signal. Cells in each zone perform a specific calculation; the state of a zone is then fixed so that it can serve as input signals to the next zone. Information transfers in a pipelined fashion.

3 Description of pseudo-code generator

A pseudo-code generator is a periodic binary sequence that is usually generated by means of a linear feedback shift registers (LFSR). Which is used everywhere in secure message communication systems for encryption whether using active attacks or passive attacks (these are attacks on message signal include: jamming or unauthorized reception). A various techniques can be used to encrypt the message signals. Spread spectrum modulation technique and cryptography are used as a primary counter against jamming or unauthorized reception respectively. A key device in a spread spectrum system is a pseudo-code generator, which is used to generate a modulated signal. It is usually implemented by means of a linear feedback shift register (LFSR). Cryptography is the science by of making communication unintelligible to everyone except the intended receivers.
Shannon shown in Figure 4 first proposed the model for the secret key.

LFSR counter can be a new trendsetter in cryptography, and is also beneficial as compared to GRAY & BINARY counter and variety of other applications. LFSR is a shift register whose input bit is a linear function unlike most everyday devices whose inputs and operations are effectively predefined. It is a shift register that, when clocked moves the signal through the register from one flip flop to next. Some of the outputs are combined in exclusive-OR configuration to form a feedback mechanism. A LFSR can be formed by performing exclusive-OR on the outputs of two or more of the flip-flops together and feeding those outputs back into the input of one of the flip flops as shown in Figure 5.

The length of periodic binary sequence is given by formula

\[ L = (2^k - 1), \]  

where \( k \) is the number of D-flip-flops used in LFSR. Here \( k = 3 \).

**Figure 3.** (a) Four phases of QCA clock; (b) Clock zones signal.

**Figure 4.** Shannon model of secret communication.

**Figure 5.** Linear feedback shift register.
All the flip-flops are loaded with any bit pattern sequence except (0000), which will circulate “0” throughout the whole shift register because $0 + 0 = 0$ by performing modulo 2-addition.

The bit pattern to be loaded can be anyone of the following 001, 010, 011, etc. let us assume that initial bit pattern will be 001, Period of sequence = $2^3 - 1 = 7$.

Sequence will repeat itself seven times as shown in Table 1.

### Table 1. Periodic sequence of LFSR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUT 1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUT 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUT 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the flip-flops are loaded with any bit pattern sequence except (0000), which will circulate “0” throughout the whole shift register because $0 + 0 = 0$ by performing modulo 2-addition.

The bit pattern to be loaded can be anyone of the following 001, 010, 011, etc. let us assume that initial bit pattern will be 001, Period of sequence = $2^3 - 1 = 7$.

Sequence will repeat itself seven times as shown in Table 1.

## 4 Results and discussions: implementation of pseudo-code generator

In this section, the implementation of pseudo-code generator is investigated by means of implementation and simulation of its main blocks. One of its main blocks are D-latch and XOR gate. We have implemented serial-in serial-out shift register (SISO). One of the candidate structures that are likely to be used in a pseudo-code generator is D-latch.

### 4.1 D-Latch

Flip-flops are also very important sequential circuits in quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) because they are expected to be used for designing and realizing large scale sequential circuits, for example counters, shift registers. Anteriorly, some works about sequential circuits design has been published, like QCA R-S flip-flop [11–13], these flip-flop takes into account the timing issues associated with the adiabatic switching of the technology and its requirements. But to our knowledge, QCA flip-flop and sequential circuit designs have not been widely studied. In addition to R-S flip-flop a new method of falling edge-triggered flip-flop and counter study have been proposed by different authors [14]

In the structures of D-latch that has been proposed in [7], the cell value is kept through a closed loop. This D-latch schematic structure is shown in Figure 6a. It is clear that the input will be in effective, and the values to red in the loop will not change if Enable input is “0”. However, if Enable input is set to “1”, the Input value will be conducted into the loop, i.e., the value stored in the loop will be changed to Input polarity. The D-latches can be used to constructed shift registers. The layout design of schematic D-latch structure is shown in Figure 6b.

The simulation result of layout design of D-latch structure is shown in Figure 6c. The simulation has been verified and checked using QCADesigner software.

### 4.2 XOR gate

To realize more complicated logical functions, a division of simple logical gates is vital. The XOR gate is one of the most applicable digital gates. In comparators, error detection in the data link layer in OSI and TCP/IP in the network, designing bus in microprocessors and other various applications have been utilized. The XOR is a logical function on two operands that results in a logical value of true if and only if one of the
Figure 7. (a) The proposed layouts of XOR gates; (b) Simulation results of proposed designs.

Figure 8. (a) Schematic of SISO register; (b) Timing diagram.
operands, but not both, has a value of true. It is designed use of majority gates and inverters. Formula below presents the equation for this gate.

\[
\text{XOR} = \text{MV}(\text{MV}(A', B, 0), \text{MV}(A, B', 0), 1).
\]

\[
(2)
\]

(XOR) and exclusive-OR (NOR) gates are also used in digital circuits, have been proposed by different authors [8–10]. The design has complexity of cells and either coplanar crossovers or multiple layers to implement. In this paper there was an attempt to design simple XOR structures. The inputs

**Figure 9.** Layout design of SISO register.

**Figure 10.** (a) Vector table simulation result; (b) Exhaustive simulation result.
of circuit are A and B and the output is XOR signal. In this design, multilayer has not been used and this caused considerable reduction in the number of cells in circuit. The circuit layout has been displayed in Figure 7a.

The XOR gate was considered for various inputs and their simulation results have been shown in Figure 7b.

The number of cells of the proposed gates and their polarities has been compared with previous structures [8–10]. Comparisons between the proposed and conventional XOR gates are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of conventional and proposed layouts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic structures</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no. of cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structures</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed structures</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Layout design of pseudo-code generator.

Figure 12. Exhaustive simulation result of pseudo-code.
4.3 Serial-in/serial-out (SISO) shift register

In this subsection, serial-in/serial-out (SISO) shift register has been proposed using QCA D-latch [7] structure. These registers are a type of sequential logic circuit, mainly for storage of digital data. They are a group of D-flip-flops, connected in a chain so that the output from one flip-flop becomes the input of the next flip-flop. Most of the registers possess no characteristic internal sequence of states. All flip-flops are driven by a common clock, and all are set or reset simultaneously. The schematic structure of serial-in/serial-out (SISO) shift registers is shown in Figure 8a and its timing diagram is shown in Figure 8b respectively.

The layout design of serial-in/serial-out shift register is shown in Figure 9. A serial-in/serial-out shift register has a clock input, a data input, and a data output from the last stage. In general, the other stage outputs are not available otherwise; it would be a serial-in, parallel-out shift register.

Both vector table setup, exhaustive verification simulation result of serial-in/serial-out shift register is shown Figures 10a and 10b respectively. The waveforms below are applicable to either one of the preceding two versions of the serial-in, serial-out shift register. The three pairs of arrows show that a three stage shift register temporarily stores 3-bits of data and delays it by three clock periods from input to output.

4.4 Pseudo-code generator

Pseudo-code generator is shown in Figure 11. The dashed circle used in Figure 11 can be used to initialize the inputput serial data bit of pseudo-code generator. Thereafter length of sequence will repeat itself as per formula (1). To distinguish clock zones, four different colors have been employed. These different zones are required for timing circuit.

The simulation result of exhaustive simulation result of pseudo-code generator is shown in Figure 12.

5 Conclusion

QCA implementation of pseudo-code generator is discussed in this paper. The main blocks of this algorithm which are D-latch, XOR-gate and shift registers, have been implemented and simulated separately. It is demonstrated that the implementation of cryptographic algorithms in this technology has considerable advantages as compared to conventional CMOS approach. It has shown that the QCA design of logic circuits is challenged with unique features at logic level. In this respect, it has been proved that design of PN-Code generators offers the best advantage of versatility and ease of implementation using the communication circuits. Simulations were performed using a set of Vector table simulation and exhaustive simulation result of QCA designer.
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